Absfmcl-Tbis paper introduces a new Matlab Toolbox called RobSin, which for a given plant (multi-)model provides a fast computation of the stabilizing region in the cmrdinata of PID parameten. The algorithms use the concept of singular frequencies for computation of convex polygonal slices on planes kp = const. In addition to timesontinnous systems, the method described in this paper is especially convenient for the design of time-discrete PID and three-term controllers and time-delay systems.
and not on family plant members. Therefore it is easy to find the set of all simultaneous r-stabilizers by the intersection of convex polygons. Notice that the method applies for a wide range of multi-model uncertain systems including time-delay systems and discrete-time systems.
This paper presents the new tool RobSin (Robust Design based on Singular Frequencies), which basically includes design algorithms based on mapping of singular frequencies into controller parameter space for fast controller design orland fine tuning. RobSin provides a Command Line, as well as a GUI (Graphical-User-Interface) working environment. The presentation of the features of the toolbox is associated with a short recapitulation of theoretical background. Thereby the proofs of theorems are avoided, but the interested reader is referred to the literature for further [4] . The usability of the tool is illustrated by the robust control benchmark problem proposed in 181.
THE SOFTWARE TOOL ROBSIN

A. Graphical-user-interface
The CUI of RobSin includes four interactive windows, 161 . The main window discriminates between the synthesis and analysis mode. The synthesis mode defines the control problem, including the multi-model, controller structure, and the r-region of specifications, whereas the analysis mode provides the interactive analysis with common methods such as eigenvalues, Bode-diagrams, Nyquist-plots, etc. (compare Fig. 2 and 3) . The multi-model plant may be defined in iwo ways: (a) implicitly by settings the min-max limits of parameter uncertainties (see Fig. 2 ). or (h) explicitly hy entenng the finite set of plants. The controller structure may be defined to he a PID or a three-term one. Depending on the specifications the r-region may be chosen to be (a) 
Further, the requirements are set by the r-region, (r < 
B.
Command-line framework lem may he defined by using the command
whereby the parameter argin represents a structure with two fields: (a) r-region and (h) the multi-model. sq represents an object of the class singf, with different properties and methods. Some of most important properties and methods will be addressed in the course of this article.
Equivalently, in the command-line framework, the proh-
SINGULAK FREQUENCIES A N D r-REGIONS
Consider a characteristic polynomial (c.P.) expressed in vectorial form at a complex frequency s = (r + jo,
whereby r is a vector of real parameters, which enter linearly in the coefficients of (3). Definition I : A frequency s = so is said to he singular iff the following two conditions apply:
Root-Condition:
P(so,r*) = 0.
(5)
Thereby r* is a fixed point in r-parameter space. Notice that the rank-condition does not depend on parameters r. Let A,(s) and B,(s) include the uncertainties of the control loop and r he the design panmeters. The above theorem assures that uncertainties do not impact the singularity of a r-region. However, they certainly influence the distribution of singular frequencies over the dT boundary.
IV. HURWITZ-, 0-AND CIRCLE STABILITY
Basically this paper considers a finite family of polynomials orland quasipolynomials of the form set of convex polygons. Because of the continuity such a polygon will be stable iff a single point within it is stable. Such a polygon will he called as a stable polygon.
In RohSin the singular frequencies for the class sq, are computed using the command gensfs. E.g. to compute the singular frequencies lying on 
VI. INNER POLYGONS
The concept of inner polygons is introduced in [I]
for automatic detection of stable polygons. The essential advantage of this method is that it can be applied in general, including quasipolynomials.
Defrnition 3:
A polygon is said to be an inner polygon if it is defined by a set of singular frequencies ( 3 : ) and lines {A(sA)}, such that any transition over {A(sb)} inside the polygon causes an eigenvalue to enter the r-region at It is clear that all stable polygons are inner polygons, i.e. this is just a necessary condition for stability of a polygon. 
Il is not inner polygon n is an inner polygon
Once the set of all inner polygons for a fixed rl is detected, RobSin picks up those which posses the maximal number of r-stable eigenvalues. Thereby no eigenvalues are indeed calculated, but using the transition function, one can compute the relative number of r-stable eigenvalues w.r.t. a fixed polygon.
Example (continued):
The RobSin command for the detection of an inner plygon lying at the plane rl = 0.5 reads 3 2 sq.genslice(0.5);
The result is shown in Fig. 5 .
VII. STABLE GRIDDING INTERVALS
In all considerations up to now the parameter rl was assumed to be fixed. To complete the theory a rule is needed, which would discriminate rl -intervals, such that stable PID controllers may exist therein. It has been tempted to extrapolate such a simple rule from the generator of singular frequencies, (20). since its minima and maxima define intervals in rl with different number of singular frequencies.
Especially critical is the case of quasipolynomials (Ld # 0) with infinite such intervals. Recently, in the paper [4] two criteria have been proposed, which relate the number of singular frequencies with stability conditions. In the sequel the two criteria are presented without proofs.
Consider a polynomial of the form 
P(s)
including the singular frequency at zero, s = 0, whereby 6 is chosen such that the principal term of P ( s ) does not vanish at the frequency range limits. However, the bounds which are defined by this theorem may he conservative if the so-called null-polygons appear, see [4] , i.e. an inner-polygon disappears or emerges at a point, within an rl-interval which satisfies conditions (24) or (26). see Fig. 6 .
If the parameter rl is gridded within its stable interval, the three-dimensional region of simultaneous stabilizers is built. The corresponding RobSin command for the benchmark example treated in this paper is, The resulting region of simultaneous stabilizers after backtransformation into c-parameter space is shown in Fig.6 . 
VIII. SUMMARY
This paper introduces the Matlab Toolbox RobSin, a program for fast calculation of the three dimensional region of all robust stabilizing PID or three-term controller parameters. Its algorithm, based on the method of singular frequencies, uses the fact that 2D-slices of the stable region consist of polygons for Hunvitz-, 0-and circle-stability. Thus. an extremely fast calculation of 3-D stable regions in (kp,k,,kDj-parameter space is feasible. In addition to time-continuous systems, the method described in this paper is especially convenient for the design of time-discrete PID and three-term controllers and time-delay systems. 
